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against the fresh verdure of aged pines and cryptomeria. Shrubs lined
a pond where a pair of cranes stood, holding their long bills like giant
fishhooks.
The days, spent for the most part in sight-seeing, went by all too
quickly. The songs of nightingales accompanied their walks along the
hillsides of budding green. At many of the shrine and temple ponds
stood weeping willow trees whose slender green branches streamed
down towards the water where the early purple iris were opening their
sparrow-like petals and yellowish spear-shaped buds of lotus already
rose above the ripples.
The schools of large, red and black carp, rushing towards the human
shadows for food, were Okiku's favorite sight. It was the season of
the year when people still preferred to walk on the sunny side of the
streets at the height of a fine day. The charcoal brazier and the kotatsu,
a charcoal fireplace covered with a quilt, were about to be put away
for the season. Yet in the evening die paper screens were still tightly
shut
They began their tours by first visiting the palace grounds where
Saionji found his family shrine, Shirakumo-jinsha. They knelt before
it and prayed after clapping their hands a few times-
After the prayer, Saionji looked around the palace yard. He was
quiet, and Okiku knew that he was greatly moved. "Prince, why are
you so silent?"
"Okiku, over twenty-five years ago I left these scenes for Tamba,
then Echigo, at the head of the Imperial Expedition."
Okiku nodded.
"There has been a great change for the better- Even the Mikado
no longer lives here. You can't comprehend how financially mis-
erable the Court was when I was a boy. There was no money in the
Imperial treasury to pay for the repair of the buildings or the grounds
which were left to the mercy of the rain, snow and wind as I told
you some time ago."
"So you arc glad, are you. Prince?'*  '
"I am somewhat confused. On the one hand, I am delighted to see
the palace in such perfect order; on the other, I can't help feeling a
slight disappointment in the disappearance of the familiar scenes. I re-
gret the removal of my house, but of course I can console myself with
the thought that it was necessary for the improvement of His Majesty's

